Who we are
A cohesive team of marketing and PR experts who devote their time and
expertise to fulfill your needs and support your values. For us, marketing
communication has never been just a profession, but a lifestyle and fondness
for creativity. Sky Advertising is your gateway to the Palestinian market and
has the full capacity to manage your campaigns throughout Palestine and
the region. We promise a partnership in which each campaign is specifically
adapted to your advertising and PR needs.
Our clients enjoy one-on-one attention from an insight-driven team who
possess the needed expertise, value innovation and pay acute attention to
details. Our Advertising Company garners the necessary information to
thoroughly understand both our clients and the target market. A research
team, which advises on each client’s account, is constantly aware of
worldwide trends and knowledgeable of the best tools to comply with the
Palestinian and Regional markets.

Results-oriented departments at Sky

Advertising unite to understand your objectives and provide you with a
unique marketing piece that is strategically in line with your needs and
market demands.
Sky Advertising is the key to giving your products a well-known identity,
reviving your market and enabling you to reach your business goals. SKY
employs a holistic team that is utterly dedicated and committed to your

success from the time your product is a mere concept to the time your
product is a common household name and beyond.
Established in 1996, Sky Advertising is proud to be one of the eight
companies operating under the umbrella of the Arab Palestinian Investment
Company (APIC). Furthermore, Sky Advertising is a strategic partner of M&C
Saatchi MENA and maintains long-term relationships with some other
companies and service providers in the region.
From day one, Sky Advertising has been designed to provide consolidated
public relations and advertising services to its clients. The goal has always
been to create a complete-solution advertising company that would meet
and even exceed the exponential marketing goals of your organizations. We
are adept in not only understanding the client, but also understanding the
market and accessing valuable information.

What we do
An account executive supported by specialized professionals will be assigned
to conceptualize, execute and evaluate all your marketing and PR activities.
The account executive will thoroughly understand your profile in order to
provide ad-hoc consultancy and outstanding delivery of services. A whole
team of well-experienced professionals in the client service department is
responsible for conducting researches, providing needed services and
reporting all activities.

Sky Advertising is happy to serve you on two operational levels; Consultancy
and Execution. We believe in the power of combining both aspects to deliver
targeted advertising campaigns, compelling content, outstanding events,
branding services and artwork.

Marketing and PR activities are all handled from A to Z at one place, in which
account executives do the coordination and quality assurance, while
marketing and communication specialists set strategies and build concepts.
When stopping at our door, all you need is to trust us developing your idea,
growing your business, designing your identity, refining your image, widening
your outreach and boosting your revenues. In exchange for your trust, we
offer you passion, creativity, sincerity and global thinking.

The above is our equation to succeed, in which consultancy and execution
together will provide you with an outright doable solution. We do not merely
design your itinerary; however, we escort you through the journey and lead
you to success by targeting the right audience in the right place at the right
time.

Operational levels can always be extended further to fulfill your needs and
keep you delighted at all times. At Sky Advertising, five generic services are
provided:

1. Research and Concept Development
2. Planning and Strategy Development
3. Brand Development, Merchandizing and Identity Management
4. Coordination and Execution
5. Monitoring and Evaluation

These services are subtly implemented by each of our specialized
departments, which will later be manifested.

Artwork
Here is where all the art is created; a manufactory of design where creativity
is combined with a taste of beauty to deliver a delightful piece of art.
Originative graphic, interior, flash and animation designs are professionally
created by those who have been mastering the art for years. The advanced
tools and out-of-the-box mindset are well-utilized to portray and beautify the
ideas generated by you and other specialized departments at Sky
Advertising.

The artwork department is also specialized in planning, conceptualizing, and
designing brands’ visual identities. This includes the design of all
merchandizing and point-of-sale promotional items like posters, brochures,
packages, and special booths. All produced designs are checked at different
phases for quality assurance, which includes copywriting, re-sizing,
resolution, and formats as required by print houses.

A Word from the Creative Manager
“We make sure all our clients are satisfied by offering them various options to choose from. Each
idea or concept is portrayed using different themes and layouts. When the general theme is not
yet developed at the client’s side, we brainstorm as one team to provide new ideas, creative
thoughts, concrete concepts and buzz-generating designs”
Hazem Al Ghoul

Print & Broadcast Media

We provide you with complete access to local and regional media including
both audiovisual and print. Sky Advertising will help you reach your target
audience at the best time and place by broadcasting a commercial, airing a
jingle, publishing an advertisement, printing a leaflet or sending SMS
targeted messages. A well-seasoned staff of media advertising professionals
will design your media plan, buy your media space and monitor your media
activity.

We enjoy robust relationships with dozens of media channels in Palestine
and the region. This simply, provides us with wide economies of scale to lead
the market and leave an impact. Numerous types of media suppliers that we
work with are shown below:

1. Newspapers
2. Magazines
3. Radio Channels
4. TV Stations (Local and Satellite)
5. Indoor Print Houses
6. SMS providers

Furthermore, audio and video production is managed by our media
department. This is usually implemented in cooperation with the artwork
team, the PR team and other producers in Palestine and the region.
Production of multimedia material includes jingles, commercials, video
interviews, animation, infographics and others.

Digital & Social Media
Sky Advertising offers a wide range of social media and inbound marketing
services according to clients’ needs and market assessment. These services
are adeptly focused on the advertising and PR aspects of social media,
website content, search engines, video sharing sites, wikis, micro blogs and
blogs. We believe in the power of research and social media listening in
designing the most customized social media campaigns. When it comes to
building an E-Marketing and Social Media Strategy, the first step is always
planning, and which aims to maintain the consistency between business
objectives and communication objectives.

The essence of our social media expertise lies in our passion to engage and
network with the online community, where no traditional messages shall be
pushed. The inbound marketing team at Sky Advertising is adept, social, fun,
detail-oriented and creative. Moreover, it is comprised of professionals with
different backgrounds, experiences and skills in marketing and PR.

As part of our efforts in advancing our clients’ marketing activities, we believe
organic promotion is the most effective, low-cost and credible tactic in
building awareness and humanizing brands. However, paid advertising on
social media and search engines is mostly the best tool in gathering leads
and boosting sales.

The below list of services is by no means final, however, it includes the most
important and trendiest inbound marketing tactics we provide:

 Website Design, Development and Content Management
 Blogs Management
 Social Media Content Management
 Social Media listening
 Social Media Monitoring and Measurement
 Social Media Profile and Applications’ Development.
 Online Campaigning and Community Management
 Leads Generation and Paid Advertising on Social Media and Search
Engines.
 Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
 Development of Internal Social Media Networks
 Social Media and E-Customer Support
 E-mail marketing
 YouTube and Video Marketing
 Online Reputation Management
 Production of creative online material (graphic designs, e-books,
webinars etc.)

Outdoor and Ambient Media

That’s exactly our team that you watch day and night installing billboards,
muppies and signs. It is our Outdoor Team that you may find painting the
streets, ornameting parks and prettifying public places to keep your brand
eminent at all times. Our outdoor services range from billboard advertising
and ambient media to mobile marketing. Moreover, the team works hand-inhand with our Events Management Department to handle logistics and install
branding material.

Our signs include digital LED screens, uni-poles, T-poles, trivision, muppies,
wall units and indoor signs.
Outdoor printing is as well one of the department’s main tasks, in which
banners, rollups, trusses, signs, tents and many other items are produced. All
Outdoor Printing items are handled and managed in cooperation with a huge
number of suppliers that Sky Advertising has been working with since 1996.
In terms of consultancy, our team helps you create interesting ideas that go
beyond installing Billboards and advertising on LED Screens. These ideas will

be supported with interior design, illustrations, plans and market research.
Outdoor media at Sky Advertising can always be extended to include public
activities, parks branding, automobile branding, building branding and pointof-sale branding.

Public Relations

A keen and prolific team of content writers who help you establish and
promote a positive image of your business/organization. At this department,
content is collated, drafted, audited, published and monitored to create your
image, enhance your reputation and change perceptions. Indeed, we are
experienced in content writing, copywriting, photography, video interviews
and script and storyboard development.

Furthermore, we offer you a wide range of consultancy services in Public
Relations and Corporate Communications, which include the following:

 Corporate Social Responsibility and Sustainability Reporting
 Networking and B2B channels.
 Internal Communications
 Web Content and Social Messaging
 Crisis Communication and Issues Management
 Media Relations

Our Public Relations team works in harmony with other departments to
maintain consistency between advertising and PR efforts. At this department,
we spend our time researching, writing, editing, networking and evaluating. It
all starts by carrying out several sessions with you to understand your target

audience and determine your PR and business objectives. This eventually
helps us build your key messages and find the best PR tools for your
organization or campaign. The next step would always be researching,
analyzing reports and adapting your objectives to market demands.
Ultimately, we use the trendiest PR techniques to convey your message to
the right people at the right time and place.

Media Relations is one of our competitive advantages in the market. Building
rapport with numerous media channels, journalists and bloggers in the past
18 years has enabled Sky Advertising to grow its outreach and protect its
clients’ brand identities. Another advantage would be the media monitoring
services we provide to keep you updated and in full control of your PR
activities. Three media reports are published on daily basis including a
general economic one.

The PR team also cooperates with the Social and Digital team to produce
comprehensive reports that measures the client’s online reach, number and
quality of mentions and engagement rates. These reports are sent to you on
daily/weekly basis or as soon as mentions take place. Reporting may include
social mentions, web mentions in news sites and blogs as well as mentions
published in traditional media tools (newspapers, magazines, etc.)

Events Management
All

arrangements

and

logistics

related

to

exhibitions,

conferences,

ceremonies, seminars, workshops, receptions, promotions, and public
awareness activities. Sky’s team thinks out-of-the-box to provide clients with
outstanding events through conceptualizing and executing numerous types
of activities. Our event management consultancy services cover different
aspects like concept creation, attendees’ management and registration,
invitations, budgeting, badging, logistical arrangements, booth design and
branding material. We enjoy a robust relationship with a great number of
media and logistics suppliers operating in different cities, and which enables
us to provide you with the best quality at the lowest cost available.

Organizing a successful event lies in our creativity, keenness, artwork and
commitment to deadlines. Moreover, all logistical arrangements will be
carefully managed by installing all needed equipment and branding material,
for example: sound systems, lighting tools, catering, transportation, banners
and rollups, interactive screens, giveaway items and others.

Sky Advertising also helps you find multinational speakers and trainers in all
sectors including and not limited to nonprofit organizations, governmental
organizations, corporations and startup companies. Moreover, the Events

management department works closely with the PR team to prepare talking
points and speeches for special guests as needed.

Some of our clients

Public Sector and
Governmental Bodies
Non-Profit Organizations, NGOs and
Development Agencies

Telecom & Information Technology

Banks

Automobile Brands

FMCG

Investment
& Real
Estate
Companies

Others

Thank You!

